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welcome

A Word from the Director General
AMPS have had a busy
start to 2017. As well
as visiting as many new
and existing members
as time allows, I
attended the MEE in
Dubai in February,
bringing back more
than 80 confirmed
orders for the AMPS
Gen Set Builder and
Directory, from manufacturers located across the
Middle East, Europe, Africa and Asia. Remember,
that as an AMPS member you’ll automatically
have a free directory entry, but this is such a
great opportunity to promote your products to
manufacturers and end users across the world.

on a variety of topics. Videos of the highlights can be viewed on
the website, but if you look at nothing else please watch brother
and sister, Arnav and Mihika, two (very) young engineers, who
are both participants of Primary Engineer. Arnav, who at 8 years
old, is almost definitely our youngest follower on Twitter.

More recently, AMPS was a media partner for Data Centre
World and ran another successful stand at the event, once more
signing up new members and meeting with many current ones.

Paul Blything, Director General
paul.blything@amps.org.uk
01787 221025

For those of you who missed the AMPS Conference 2017, which
was held at the ICE building at One Great George Street, a range
of inspirational and interesting speakers addressed the audience
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Talking of websites, you will have seen that the AMPS site has a
brand new look, is easier to navigate and is informative to AMPS
members and non-members alike. Behind the new website is a
CRM system which will be used to streamline and improve the
AMPS administration and marketing services. You’ll be receiving
correspondence in the near future asking you to check and
update your details.
We’re already receiving bookings and enquiries about the next
AMPS Power Connections exhibition and the Awards Ceremony,
so you need to start thinking about nominations.
Regards,

welcome
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industry news

Power Sauce
ENER-G'S MINESH PATEL IS RISING
STAR OF MANUFACTURING AND
ENGINEERING

ALL-ENERGY FOR DTG
Dieselec Thistle Generators (DTG) will be exhibiting at the All-Energy
Conference and Exhibition at the SECC Glasgow on 10th and 11th May
2017 to promote its range of generators from global diesel generator
manufacturer, FG Wilson. Visit them at stand J20.
All-Energy is the UK’s largest renewable energy event and expects to
welcome in excess of 7,000 visitors.
The free-to-attend annual conference and exhibition brings together
the UK’s largest group of buyers from the bioenergy, solar, offshore and
onshore wind, hydropower and wave and tidal sectors, as well as those
involved in energy storage, heat, low carbon transport and sustainable
cities solutions.
If you are attending All-Energy and would like to pre-arrange a meeting
with the DTG team, please contact the DTG Business Development
Manager, John Paton.
E: john.paton@dtggen.co.uk
T: 0141 956 7764 / 07918 691782
www.dieselecthistle.co.uk

CUTTING COSTS
WITH CHP... JOIN
AMPS AT EDIE LIVE
Join AMPS at edie Live this May
at Birmingham's NEC, where our
Technical Committee Chair, Chris
Marsland, will be chairing a seminar
on the challenges and opportunities of
combined heat and power. Chris, who is also ENER-G's Head
of Cogen Product and Technology, will be speaking alongside
Chris Burgess, Head Trainer for The Energy Institute. The free
seminar will take place on 24 May (14.15 to 15.30) in the Onsite
Generation Theatre. This session, entitled 'Cutting costs with
CHP: challenges and opportunities' will demonstrate the merits of
using cogeneration, assess the challenges and opportunities, and
explore the business case and practicalities of implementation
with the people who are actually doing it. The high level
conference will be divided into four key themes across the two
days to deliver a concentrated and focused package of expert
content, cutting complexity for attendees and giving them the
information and tools to hone their own approaches and effect
real change in their organisations. Register for your free edie
Live pass below and gain access to the free seminar theatres
and keynote conference.
or visit http://exhibition.edie.net/welcome
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Minesh Patel has been shortlisted in the
prestigious Insider Young Professionals
Awards – one of only three talented
young people in the manufacturing and
engineering category to reach the final.
Minesh, aged 32, works with engineering
consultants and energy managers to specify
energy saving projects using ENER-G's
Salford-made combined heat and power
(CHP) systems. He is also involved in the
push to introduce innovative technologies, such as battery storage.
As a qualified mechanical engineer, Minesh shares his specialist
cogeneration knowledge with the wider energy industry by
delivering seminars and as a regular technical blogger. In the past
12 months, he has worked closely with a major retail customer
to deliver 2,086 tonnes of equivalent CO2 savings, which would
equate to the CO2 offset by a 1958 acre forest. Chris Marsland,
Head of Cogen Product and Technology for ENER-G, said: "Minesh
is highly deserving of this honour. His enthusiasm for learning is
impressive and he readily shares his knowledge with more junior
colleagues and the energy industry. He is never satisfied with
delivering an 'average' solution and seeks to find the best or new
way to specify CHP projects. His willingness to question the norm
means that he brings new challenges to ENER-G's R&D team to
drive continued innovation." The awards final will take place on 20
April 2017 at the Lowry Hotel in Salford. For further information:
www.energ-group.com

COMAP RELEASES NEW VERSION
OF ONLINE MONITORING
AND MANAGEMENT TOOL:
WEBSUPERVISOR 4.0
A new system from ComAp offers a number of beneficial features to
help optimise revenue for machinery fleets, monitoring each piece of
equipment individually. WebSupervisor 4.0 offers equipment owners
a number of powerful reporting tools allowing monthly summaries of
availability and revenue, ensuring that maintenance scheduling and
asset utilization can be maximized for individual pieces of equipment
and the whole fleet. The information generated from each controller
can be archived on the central server for future analysis and trend
evaluation. Instead of a one-size-fits-all solution, ComAp now offers
customers the opportunity to have the ideal monitoring system for their
particular business, whether it be cloud-based, customised, or on their
own server equipment. For further information visit
www.websupervisor.net

amps conference 2017

GENERATING A
9th MARCH 2017

DIFFERENCE

THE AMPS
CONFERENCE 2017
Thursday 9th March, One Great George Street, London
Another busy event was attended by a variety of delegates representing
numerous companies; both AMPS members and their guests, as well as
specially invited guests. Once again One Great George Street provided
an impressive setting. Delegates also had the opportunity to view the
31 metre, 200,000 brick world record holding Lego® suspension bridge,
which is part of an ongoing exhibition in the library.

www.amps.org.uk
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amps conference 2017
The AMPS AGM took place and then Julian
Furbank, the new AMPS Chairman welcomed
everyone and delivered a short review of
2016 events.
The speakers began with a return visit from Susan
Scurlock of Primary Engineer, who presented a short
film, shot only the night before, featuring two extremely
talented children who are both almost certainly future
engineers. You can read more about them in the Primary
Engineer feature in this magazine.
Christopher Gunner then presented an introduction
to Intertek and the importance of ensuring the correct
licenses, patents and paperwork when exporting.

Delegates at the
Conference

Angela Lamont was our key speaker, who explained
the necessity of launching new ideas and plans, rather

AMPS Chairman Julian Furbank

The Conference in full swing
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Roger Brown from WaterAid

amps conference 2017
than always waiting for the right time, funding or other
potential barriers to be removed. She related this to Lunar
Mission One, the UK originated space mission which aims
to drill up to 100m deep into the Moon, whose promised
funding didn’t materialize so set up a crowd funding
programme.
Roger Brown of Water Aid, offered a different perspective
to the theme of ‘Generating a Worldwide Difference’ with
some global statistics about access to clean water and
sanitation.
The morning closed with industry statistics presented by
Richard A Collman of the Technical Committee, some of
which are included in the main feature.
A drinks reception, a delicious luncheon, combined with
good conversation led on to the end of the conference,

Susan Scurlock from Primary Engineer

but not before Richard Meadows of Cummins, was
presented with the AMPS Lifetime Achievement Award,
with thanks for his ongoing contributions to the AMPS
Technical Committee and the organisation.
Delegates left the Conference feeling both inspired and
humble, after a talk by Tori James, first Welsh woman
to reach the summit of Everest, who told us about her
latest challenge, Beeline Britain. This was a straight line
journey from Lands End to John O’Groats, involving sea
kayaking, cycling, hiking, climbing…by a team of four,
one of the members being Nick Beighton who is a double
amputee after having both legs blown off while serving
in Afghanistan. Highlights of the Conference and some
of the speakers are on the AMPS website:
www.amps.org.uk/videos

Richard A Collman

WITH GRATEFUL THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS:

And to
Eagle Generators who
supplied the lanyards.
Angela Lamont

www.amps.org.uk
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wateraid

WaterAid

AMPS chosen charity for the
2017 Conference.
Who we are

Our vision

WaterAid is an international non governmental
organisation focused exclusively on improving poor
people’s access to safe water, improved hygiene and
sanitation. We work in Africa, Asia and the Pacific region
and campaign globally with our partners to realise our
vision of a world where everyone has access to these
basic human needs.

WaterAid’s vision
is of a world where
everyone has access
to safe water and
sanitation.

Our mission
WaterAid transforms lives by improving access to safe
water, hygiene and sanitation in the world’s poorest
communities. We work with partners and influence
decision-makers to maximise our impact.
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the tc blog

THE TC BLOG
By Bernard Gospel – Technical Committee Secretary
TechSec@AMPS.org.uk

Technical Secretary Musings
So what has your Technical Secretary
been engaged in these past few months?
Jargon Buster
Revising this took a lot of time last year, aided
by the stalwarts of the Technical Committee.
Firstly, what is Jargon? Jargon: the language,
especially the vocabulary, peculiar to a trade,
profession, or group. Also Acronym: An
abbreviation formed from the initial letters
of other words and pronounced as a word
(e.g. AC, ACB, BSI).
When reviewing the previous edition, we
used the following criteria:
• SI units used in the industry (e.g. A V K J)
•	Common terminology (e.g. Active power,
Automatic Transfer Switch)
•	Jargon (e.g. Duty standby, Twin bearing
open coupled)
•	Where a frequently used term is also
an acronym, we have usually included
the acronym as well, as well as a cross
reference to related items. (Air Circuit
Breaker: Circuit breaker using air as the
arc extinguishing media (ACB). See also
Circuit Breaker).
•	We have tried to keep the definition
concise, but this was difficult at times.
The definition of power factor, for example,
resulted in a heathy discussion and the
addition of a complete new page!
•	National and International Specifications
used in the industry (e.g. BS ISO 8628). By
the way, where you see in a British standard
BS ISO, this means that this is a British
Standard (BS) derived from a standard
issued by the International Standards
Organisation (ISO). BS EN can be found in
Jargon Busters Frequently Used Acronyms
section page 38!
•	National and International Standards
institutions and Organisations (e.g. BSI,
CENELEC)
• Consistency
It is not
• A design guide
• A complete list of standards etc.
•	A complete list of UK regulations, now that
England, Wales, Scotland and Northern
Ireland have the power to impose different
regulations.

We revised the section “Units of
Measurement”. It was felt that this should be
used to summarise the SI units, and no longer
perpetuate Imperial units.

Technical Queries
When I became Technical Secretary, in January
2016. I was told that we do not get many
technical queries...

We are not going to revise the booklet for
another three years, but would still appreciate
any comments and suggestions.

Well I started a register after the first few and
the tally stands at nineteen so far! Some have
resulted in new FAQ, like those four above.
Other FAQ are being drafted from recent
queries:

I already have a revision document on my
laptop. New ones will include WIMES, GSIUR,
Fault Tree Analysis...
Again, thanks to the Technical Committee
and particularly to Jean-Michel Geiller for
correcting my French!
FAQs
Again, these have been revised and updated
where appropriate.
Four new FAQ have been added:
EMC Compatibility (AMPS FAQ 1017A)
	Comment: It is not lego, you have to test
the whole thing, or...
Application of BS 7671 Wiring
Regulations to containerised generating
sets (AMPS FAQ 1018A)
	Comment: An interesting discussion on
the difference between standards and the
law of the land. Testing to the wiring regs is
not mandatory, but you have to be able to
demonstrate that what you do meets the
requirements of the law...
For a useful article on standards etc. see
HSE’s page on: http://www.hse.gov.uk/workequipment-machinery/standard.htm
(Is) Diesel fuel now a hazardous
substance? (AMPS FAQ 1019A)
	Comment: The United Nations raises
the flash point temperature of diesel fuel...
HSE takes a pragmatic view, but...

Gas safety for service technicians
Technical File Contents
Heart pacemaker affected by generators?
	Maintenance and testing of standby
generating sets
We had one which we were unable to
answer: Can you test on site to determine the
inertial of a generating set? (i.e. the complete
set, with engine, coupling and generator).
This is required for grid connection data as
well as for system studies for island sites. For
generating sets where the records have been
lost and the manufacturer defunct, it can be
difficult to determine this value. Suggestions
welcome! It can be done in a factory for
a generator rotor, known as a retardation
test. We are interested in a site test for the
complete generating set.
We answer queries as best we can. The
queries are registered and sent to appropriate
members of the Technical Committee. They
are treated as confidential and only the text
of the question is circulated. We have had
questions posed by a member of the Technical
Committee which have been answered by
another member of the committee, without
either party being aware!
To view the full TC FAQs visit
www.amps.org.uk/faqs

Can the noise level from the exhaust
be higher than the rest of the Gen set
without affecting the overall noise level?
(AMPS FAQ 1020A)
Comment: Read the FAQ to find out!
Many thanks again to the Technical
Committee members who assisted me
in these.

ORDER YOURS TODAY!

www.amps.org.uk
www.amps.org.uk/request-a-jargon-buster
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TEMPORARY EVENT POWER G
Rental giant develops modular power distribution units
The UK temporary power industry is thriving. According to a recent
survey by Eventbrite the sector is worth more than £39bn, with much
of this a result of growing demand in the events, industrial construction
and infrastructure sectors. However, higher power requirements
and setups that are more complex are pushing the limits of existing
equipment. To keep one step ahead of this trend, the UK's leading
national specialist equipment and crane hire firm, Hewden turned to
power distribution specialist ide Systems to develop its latest range of
distribution units for temporary electrical installations.
The complexity of power
Anyone that has been to a music festival,
major industrial facility or construction site
will appreciate the challenges of hosting largescale temporary hires.
Each sector, site or customer represents its
own unique challenges, from understanding
the initial opportunity, identifying the technical
application and appropriate equipment
required, to successful delivery.

Compared to event setups from only a
decade ago, today's festival, construction and
industrial sites seem like small cities. A good
example would be a full industrial shutdown,
where you need to consider welfare facilities,
mobile offices, lighting, backup power, as well
as countless power tools, pumps, motors
and machinery. This certainly puts a strain on
existing power generation and distribution
equipment.

Events that typically need temporary power
include exhibitions and trade fairs, music
festivals and concerts and food and drink
festivals - in fact nearly all of the 7000 major
outdoor events held each year in the UK. It
is not just events either, temporary power
also plays a pivotal role in the construction
and infrastructure industry, as well as the
industrial sector where logistical, as well
as modern project-management and time
constraints make portable and temporary
power invaluable.

Because of this increase in power
requirements, which can range from a few
kilowatts to multiple megawatts, and the
variability of power requirements, the rental
equipment market has experienced rapid
growth. It is simply cheaper to rent power
generation and distribution equipment for
a week or month-long project instead of
making the substantial capital investment in
equipment that may or may not be suitable
for the next event you operate or site
you build.

Case in point
This enhanced return on investment, as well
as the ability to outsource the highly skilled
setup to trained professionals has proven a
very successful business model for Hewden,
the UK's leading national specialist equipment
and crane hire company.
Established in 1961 and headquartered in
Manchester, England, Hewden specialises
in the rental of equipment used for plant,
access, power generation, lighting, lifting and
other applications, in sectors ranging from
construction and industrial, to infrastructure
and events. In recent years, the company has
identified the challenge of developing products
for the rental market that meet the demands
of increasingly varied applications.
“It's no longer enough to supply off-theshelf rental equipment,” explained Kevin
Warne, UK operations manager for power
at Hewden. "Today's contracting businesses
are looking for bespoke, integrated solutions.
That means that, as well as renting the power
generator, customers also want to rent all
the ancillary equipment such as distribution
boards, lifting devices, and even cables.
“Providing the integrated solution is fairly
straightforward if you have the experts on
hand that really understand electrical safety
regulations,” continued Warne. “The difficult
part is delivering each rental customer a
solution that is fit for purpose, without having
to design a completely bespoke product each
time. That would neither be cost effective
for our customers nor sustainable for us as a
business.”
Hewden identified early on that one of
the products where requirements
can differ substantially between
rental customers is the power
distribution unit. Being able to
distribute the power generated
by a typical 400A generator
safely and effectively, to
everything from portacabins
on a construction site
that contain appliances,
computers and HVAC
systems, to catering setups
at a music festival, is critical.
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GOES MODULAR
The brief
To solve this challenge, Hewden turned to
electrical distribution specialist, ide Systems.
Based in Cannock, Staffordshire, the
company specialises in the rental and bespoke
engineering of products including distribution
boards, changeover systems, inline protection,
and cabling among others, for sectors such as
events, construction, commercial, healthcare,
and military.
“The brief we were given by Hewden was
certainly a challenge, but one that we are
increasingly seeing a trend for in the industry,”
explained Andrew Whyatt, chief electrical
engineer at ide Systems. “We were tasked
with developing a 400A, three-phase, mains
distribution unit for use across a variety of
temporary electrical installations such as
construction, exhibitions, music festivals and
trade shows.”
The brief given to ide Systems demanded
that the unit be robust and weatherproof
for outdoor use, as well as compact and
lightweight for easy storage and transport.
Most importantly, it had to incorporate a
modular design on the outgoing power supply
side where interchangeable distribution units
could be swapped in and out based on each
customer's requirements.
The timeframe was also very short. The
project required 40 distribution units, along
with 160 corresponding interchangeable
boxes, to be designed, manufactured and
delivered in only five weeks - instead of the
usual development time of 13 weeks - for an
impending construction project.
“What started out as nothing more than hand
drawn scribbles in meetings with the Hewden
team, were quickly translated into engineered
drawings on CAD software,” continued
Whyatt. "Once we were happy with the 3D
models we worked with our steel fabrication
suppliers to ensure the enclosure and frames
were both durable and cost effective.”
Delivery
The finished MD400 HSL product is a 400A
three-phase distribution unit, housed in
a robust steel enclosure fabricated from
1.4003 grade stainless steel, with a powder
coated finish made recognisable by Hewden's

corporate standard yellow. The unit is fitted
with aluminium gland plates and constructed
with an IP55 ingress protection rating. The
whole unit is mounted within a galvanised
crash frame and comes complete with forklift
pockets and lifting points.
Inside the unit, the incoming end section,
which incorporates a door-interlocked
moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB),
feeds the fully rated copper busbar system,
which then leads to four outgoing supply
compartments. These four compartments
have one 200A and three 125A rated supplies.
Each supply compartment consists of fourpole MCCBs complete with adjustable and
switchable earth leakage relays.
In the second stage of power reduction,
the four supply compartments feed a further
four interchangeable final distribution units.
It is here that different customers can swap
out interchangeable units based on their
requirements. For its own needs, Hewden
specified one empty unit, which it uses as a
spreading chamber for hardwiring outgoing
cable at 1x200A, as well as a dual 63A outlet
and a quad 32A unit.
“We knew the project was going to be a
challenge,” explained Warne. “During the
development process, we asked for some

modifications to the way the fixings on the
interchangeable units were designed, so
that they could be more easily changed over
without removing circuit breakers and other
fittings. The team at ide Systems are true
professionals, they not only made this design
change quickly, but they also delivered the
project in record time.”
The future
The success of this venture has paved the way
for future work between the two companies.
“We don't want to rest on our laurels,”
said Warne. “The next major trend in the
temporary power distribution market
is renewable energy and hybrid diesel
generators. We are continuing to work with
ide Systems to develop innovative distribution
boards for such equipment.”
Electrifying
The trend for temporary electrical installations
looks set for continued growth in the next few
years. Those businesses best positioned to
deliver products that are not only the best fit
for purpose, but also meet the high return on
investment afforded by the rental market, will
gain the most competitive advantage in this
rapidly changing £39bn industry.
Further information: idesystems.co.uk

www.amps.org.uk
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Crestchic provides ideal loadbank solution for
leading engine manufacturer
Crestchic, specialised loadbank
manufacturer and loadbank rental
company, has recently established
a promising professional
relationship with leading engine
and component manufacturer,
MAN Diesel & Turbo.
MAN Diesel & Turbo, France has acquired two
4500 KW resistive loadbanks and two 4.5 MVA
integrated stackable step-down transformers
from Crestchic, a Burton-on-Trent based
business. The loadbanks and transformers
are now used to test up to 6300 KW marine
diesel engines, which MAN manufacture at
their St Nazaire site in France. During testing,
the engines are linked to a generator and the
gen set output is then tested. The engines are
tested at 110% and for extended periods: one
engine is initially run for 60 hours, then the gen
set is set up on the test bench and various load
tests are run over the course of approximately
one month.

This arrangement offers several benefits for
MAN, including distinct advantages over their
previous practices of using an MD directly
connected 3MW HV resistor loadbank, and
of hiring test packages for larger-scale tests.
The Crestchic loadbanks and transformers
are available whenever MAN needs them, and
have customised timing and control systems
that were designed specifically to meet their
requirements and to be compatible with other
components used on the test bench. The
Crestchic products also allow MAN to comply
with noise level regulations — which was not
the case with their previous solution — and
have generated considerable cost savings
compared with their previous rental costs.
Purchasing from Crestchic also allowed MAN
to eliminate live element technology, which
can cause earth leakage and short circuits in
resistor elements, from its test bench. The
technology involved was not available from any
other French loadbank suppliers. The design
of Crestchic’s products, and the fact that their
footprint could be reduced through stacking,
were other key advantages.

MAN Diesel & Turbo SE, based in Augsburg,
Germany, is the world’s leading provider
of large-bore diesel and gas engines and
turbomachinery. The company employs
around 15,000 staff at more than 100
international sites, primarily in Germany,
Denmark, France, Switzerland, the Czech
Republic, India and China. The company’s
product portfolio includes two-stroke and
four-stroke engines for marine and stationary
applications, turbochargers and propellers as
well as gas and steam turbines, compressors
and chemical reactors. The range of services
and supplies is rounded off by complete
solutions like ship propulsion systems, enginebased power plants and turbomachinery
trains for the oil & gas as well as the process
industries. Customers receive worldwide
after-sales services marketed under the MAN
PrimeServ brand.
Arnaud Guille at MAN Diesel & Turbo
commented: “After careful consideration we
consulted Crestchic for our unique power
testing needs. As an industry leader with
international capabilities and vast experience
in bespoke applications Crestchic was the
unrivalled choice.”
Paul Brickman Sales and Marketing Director at
Crestchic commented: “It has been a pleasure
to work with MAN Diesel & Turbo, helping to
identify issues the company faced and supply
them with products that eradicated previous
pain points”.
www.crestchic.co.uk
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AGGREKO GETS SKATES ON FOR
ICE RINK CANARY WHARF
Runwild Events has re-appointed
rental power and temperature
control specialist Aggreko to light
up Luminocity @ Ice Rink Canary
Wharf, and ensure that the 'real’
ice remains in peak condition
no matter what the outside
temperature.
Aggreko is powering the ice rink's spectacular
new light experience, which displays 16
million different colours every session from
8km of LED lights laid beneath the ice. There
is also a suspended lighting system to provide
a fully adjustable ambient experience above
the skaters’ heads. Once again, Aggreko is
also providing heat pump chillers to maintain
good quality ice and provide heating for the
bar, lounge and skate exchange areas.
The ice rink, located in the heart of
Docklands, London, at Canada Square Park, is
open until 25 February 2016, with 11 skating
sessions a day. It is fully covered by a clear
roof to guarantee skating sessions whatever
the weather.
"Last year's mild autumn weather made it
difficult to maintain pristine ice surfaces on
temporary ice rinks around the country,
though we’re happy to report that very few
problems occurred at Aggreko-supported
projects. This was a testament to our design,
equipment technology and experience within
the sector", said Graham Dames, Aggreko’s
Sales Manager for Event Services Northern
Europe.
"Despite ambient temperatures reaching
17°C last winter, we helped avoid rink
closures by providing well designed and
reliable turnkey chiller and power packages.
We are delighted to be in a position to
support the Canary Wharf ice rink again.

It will have a very different look this year,
with a covered structure and the additional
spectacular light experience."
Aggreko has supported the Canary Wharf
ice rink installation for a number of years. As
well as maintaining reliable power, cooling
and heating to match varying ambient
temperatures, the company has adapted its
technical specifications to meet tight space
and weight restrictions. Despite the significant
size of the ice rink, space for the temperature
control and primary power equipment is at a
premium, so it’s critical to design a compact
technical plan for the prestigious site.
Ian Moynes Operations Manager for Runwild
Events, said: “We pride ourselves on the
quality of the experiences we offer our
clients and so choosing the right supplier
to achieve our goal is a priority. Aggreko’s
proven experience with ice rinks, technical
knowledge and equipment make them the
perfect partner for this project."
He continued: "As well as Aggreko's excellent
work centred around the chilling equipment
required for delivery of the ice pad, the team
was also tasked with assisting Runwild with
the electrical installation. This year Runwild
has again pushed the festive ice rink season
to another level with the installation of a
complex and vast LED theme within the ice,
suspended from the rink roof cover and also
within the radical on-site bar.

Aggreko has supplied five 250kW heat pump
chillers to provide both cooling and heating.
Fan coil units, linked to the heat pump chiller
technology are placed in the bar, lounge and
skate exchange areas to keep the skaters
and visitors warm. The heating mode of the
chillers will also be used to melt the rink
during take down, thereby saving on the need
to bring in additional equipment to melt the
rink after the event.
Aggreko is also providing full turnkey
power and lighting for the project, installing
perimeter rink lighting, internal structure
lighting, a PA system and all other cabling and
power outlets as required across the event
site. Aggreko has also supplied a complete
truss solution to provide the suspension
point for the aerial Luminocity LED lighting,
working closely with Runwild to ensure the
power requirements for the overall system
has been satisfied.
Aggreko has wide experience in supporting
‘real ice’ temporary ice rinks across the globe.
The Aggreko team’s previous experience of
the Canary Wharf site means they can design
and provide the right technical package to
meet the new brief and spectacular lighting
requirements of Luminocity @ Ice Rink
Canary Wharf.
Further information: www.aggreko.co.uk

"Aggreko and the on-site team installed a truss
system for the roof suspended LED system
and worked closely with the Runwild LED
teams to ensure a smooth and efficient install
was achieved for this unique project.
The team was always happy to help and,
as always, were a pleasure to deal with –
proving again to be the perfect partner for
our venue.”

www.amps.org.uk
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THE EMERGING FUTURE OF
WORLD TRADE
By Gerald Parkinson

You may recollect that Gerald
Parkinson, the first Director
General of AMPS and one of
the founding members of
the Association wrote in the
last issue of AMPS Power.
We’re delighted that he has
contributed again with an article
on the future of world trade.
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With the United Kingdom in the process of
withdrawing from the European Union, and
the president of the United States of America
pronouncing “America 1st”, an interesting debate
is beginning to emerge on the future of world
trade.
America, which in the past has been less than cooperative towards
its international partners concerning many policies that do not
enhance its own economic and political self-interest, looks as though
it is about to become even more uncooperative.
Today, particularly in the developed economies of our world we live
in a Market State where competition is paramount in an effort to
make its citizens more prosperous, as long as government legislation
does not get in its way and obstruct economic competitiveness,
growth and, thereby, profit. That competition in itself sometimes
necessitates the transfer of production outside national boundaries
as well as the franchising of services to overseas partners in order to
reduce costs and maximise profitability; sometimes also to secure
the lowest levels of taxation available.
All of that has developed today into what we term ‘Globalisation’, or
put more simply the ‘Global Economy’. In other words we choose
to live in a world largely free of economic and financial barriers so
that trade and money can flow freely across all national borders.
The new American administration, for example, believes that
globalisation will damage their nation state in the management of its
own economic affairs, and, therefore, its nation’s wealth. So we will
have to wait and see what the result of the presidents “America 1st”
policy and possible barriers to inward trade will be.
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As for the generating set industry, globalisation brought significant
benefits in the early years, particularly to UK manufacturers, but this
has slowed significantly in recent years.

guest article

During the last two decades the global market more than doubled
when measured in terms of aggregate megawatts output (MWe), This
is preferable to measuring units or value, distorted as they are by the
predominant number of gen sets below 30 kVA and the movement
in international exchange rates. However, over the past three to four
years the global consumption of diesel engine driven generating sets
has shown little, if any, underlying growth, and early assessments for
2016 indicate the market may have declined by as much as seven
percent.
Throughout the past 10 years European generating set demand has
averaged around 20 percent of global consumption. If we exclude
the UK’s participation, then continental Europe today accounts for
slightly in excess of 17 percent of the world market.

e
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In the past decade exports from the United Kingdom to Europe - in
majority to countries of the European Union – have averaged 27 to
28 percent of all exports, a not insignificant percentage.

Brexit, therefore, is likely to pose a challenge to the UK generating
set industry both in terms of its supply chain and ability to compete
effectively in the EU market unless sensible trading arrangements can
be negotiated by the UK Government.
Coupled with this the industry will also need to consider the effects
of whether globalisation will survive the apparent change in the
US philosophy of protectionism, as is also the case in some other
countries. Maybe not, but many multinational companies have already
exhausted the advantages of cost and tax cuts as profits decline in
their international operations. Domestic companies in host countries
are increasing their own competitiveness, sometimes by copying and
displacing the innovations of their global partners and suppliers.
However, it should be recognised that the global economy has done
much good for many of the world’s less developed economies, and
if properly monitored could continue to do so. The danger is that it
has been, and will continue to be used by some countries to enhance
the profitability and status of its own corporations and national
economies without any concern for the host country and recipients
of its trade.
The UK generating set industry, and its supply chain, has an
interesting challenge ahead of it, but there is no doubt that its
resilience, innovativeness and expertise in both product development
and international trading, as well as its competitiveness, will be the
key to success in sustaining it as a leading player in the worldwide
market of tomorrow.

www.amps.org.uk
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EXPORTING
BEYOND BREXIT
Positive and negative news is in abundance about the future of
British industry sparked by the perceived effects of leaving the EU.
As with most attention grabbing headlines there is more to each
story behind the initial punch, and not all are as dramatic as they
first appear.
So we’d like to ‘quietly’ share with you some facts and figures about the UK Gen Set industry’s
performance from 2014 to 2016, so you can see the current position of the industry. The
graphs opposite were presented were presented at the AMPS Conference on 9th March.
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AT A GLANCE: WHAT IS ARTICLE 50?
•	Article 50 of the Treaty of Lisbon gives any EU member
the right to quit unilaterally, and outlines the procedure
for doing so

•	Any deal must be approved by a “qualified majority” of
EU member states and can be vetoed by the European
Parliament

•	There was no way to legally leave the EU before the
Treaty was signed in 2007

•	In November 2016, the High Court ruled that the
Government cannot trigger Article 50 without MPs
voting on the matter first. The Supreme Court upheld
the ruling in January 2017

•	It gives the leaving country two years to negotiate an exit
deal
•	Once set in motion, it cannot be stopped except by
unanimous consent of all member states
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BREXIT: SO WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
The Queen has given Royal Assent to the Brexit bill, clearing the
way for Theresa May to start talks to leave the European Union.
The European Union (Notification of Withdrawal) Bill was passed
by MPs and peers on Monday 13th March, which allows the prime
minister to notify Brussels that the UK is leaving the EU, with a two
year process of exit negotiations to follow ending in 2019 when the
UK will ‘Brexit’.

Brexit Secretary David Davis said: "By the 29th March we will
invoke Article 50, allowing us to start our negotiations to build a
positive new partnership with our friends and neighbours in the
European Union, as well as taking a step out into the world as a
truly Global Britain."
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WHAT WILL BREXIT MEAN FOR BRITISH
TRADE?
Currently, as an EU member, the UK and companies based here can sell
their goods freely to customers anywhere else in the EU without those
customers having to pay additional taxes to import those goods. British
consumers and companies can also import from elsewhere in the EU
without tariffs. The EU also has agreements allowing free trade with
countries such as Norway, Switzerland, South Africa and South Korea.
Outside the EU, the UK will need to strike new deals in order to have
free trade with those countries or the remaining EU members.
In a lively debate in the Houses of Parliament on 9th March, organised
by the All-Party Parliamentary Manufacturing Group (APMG) of which
AMPS are members, and chaired by the group's co-chair Chris White
MP, members of the British and European Parliaments came together
with an audience of 120 British manufacturers and international trade
experts to discuss the future of the UK’s trading relationship with
Europe and the rest of the world.
Topics included what the future holds for EU trade if the UK fails to
secure a deal with the EU and returns to World Trade Organisation
tariffs, how complex and integrated supply chains can be unpicked
between the UK and the EU, and what support the UK government
can – or should – provide manufacturers large and small.
Speaking on the panel Richard Corbett MEP, Deputy Leader of the
Labour Members of the European Parliament and former advisor to
Herman Van Rompuy, spoke about the impact of Brexit on access to
European Free Trade Agreements:
“At the moment through the EU we are party to over 50 trading
agreements with third party countries that we negotiated as the EU,
with the clout of the world’s largest market behind us. We are party to
many mutual recognition agreements so that products do not need to
be systematically inspected at borders. So the first thing we would have
to do as a separate entity from the EU is replace all of that, and it’s not
likely to be simple and we are not necessarily going to find it easy to get
a better deal than we do now.”
Lesley Batchelor OBE, Director General of the IOE&IT, speaking about
the practicalities of trade said:
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“The main point to consider is the sheer size of exports that will be
growing from 90 million imports and exports each year, to 300 million
per annum when we leave. And just think about paperwork that might
be attached to that. Dealing with Europe was easy, and now dealing
with the rest of the world - and treating the rest of Europe as the rest
of the world - is going to mean compliance issues and paperwork.
People won’t actually want to buy from us if our goods are held up
at borders. But this isn't doom and gloom - this is wake up and smell
the coffee. We have got to get this right; we have got to start really
understanding that this is a skill. We need to tap into the energy out
there and we are going to get through all this, but let’s find out how to
do it properly. Then we'll do what the British always do learn how to
do it better than everyone else.”
And to spur us on even further comes the news that British factories
enjoyed their strongest growth in nearly seven years over the
November 2016-January 2017 period, rising 2.1 percent from the
previous three months according to the latest government figures.
Although output did slip in January, this was outweighed by strong
growth in the previous two months.
In another sign of an improvement in Britain's trade position, the trade
deficit narrowed after an 8.7 percent increase in exports over the three
months to January - the biggest increase in more a decade, the Office
for National Statistics said.
The weaker pound and recovery in key European export markets have
helped the performance. However, the ONS warned that the improved
export performance was driven by “erratic” goods such as oil and gold,
which tend to distort the underlying picture.

THE INDUSTRY VIEW
You may remember that AMPS conducted it's own Post Brexit survey
shortly after the results of the referendum were published. AMPS
members offered varying views about the implications of Brexit upon
their own business. Below are some interesting findings and statistics
relating to both the Engineering Industry and Exporting. The reports
can be viewed in more depth via the links given at the end of each
section.

feature article

September 2016: Engineering Industries Association survey
•	Business Confidence is still good, but has
declined

•	10% of survey will increase prices
compared with 30% last time

• Overall Growth is lower

•	Investment intensions are about the same
as previously

• UK Demand is flat
• Export demand is stronger
•	The number of people employed is
mostly static
•	The average increase in pay per employee
is mainly in the 0-2%
• There are still skill shortages

Sir Ronald Halstead, President of the
Engineering Industries Association (EIA),
attended the Bank of England meeting on
16 September 2016 and presented the
results of their recent survey among SMEs in
Engineering which is distributed twice yearly
to EIA and IOE&IT members, and forms part

of a larger Bank of England survey into the
current economic and financial prospects
for SME’s. This survey is influenced by the
Brexit referendum result and the structural
changes in Whitehall and in comparison with
the last survey of 21 March 2016 there are
apparent trends.
More detailed results of the survey can be seen
here: www.export.org.uk/news/328148/
Bank-of-England-Survey-Results.htm

March 2017: Export Optimism Survey Institute of Export
•	97% of respondents expressing optimism
for global trade opportunities.
•	93% of respondents saying they are
still optimistic for export opportunities
in the EU.
•	Respondents expressed a moderate level
of optimism for trade opportunities in
the US.
•	Respondents showed caution for trade
opportunities with India and China, whilst
21% indicated that they saw no optimism
for opportunities in Russia.
•	87% of participants believed there would
be a loss of trade when we leave the EU,
but the majority of these thought this
would be less than 20%. Interestingly,
13% predicted that we would not lose
any trade.

•	Uncertainty surrounding Brexit remains.
Many (40%) expressed concern at the
uncertainty over negotiations and their
outcome - with early indications that
relocation would preserve a competitive
edge. One participant commented:
“Relocation to mainland Europe will allow
us to maintain and grow our business with
our nearest trading partners which is vital
to our business going forward.”
•	Nearly a third (30%) of respondents are
looking to extend their overseas markets
in 2017.

15% looking to develop new products. A
further 12% intend to invest in plant and/
or machinery or extend their premises.
•	A strong appetite for exports is reflected
by the fact that a 3:1 ratio of respondents
are looking to extend their markets
overseas.
Members’ positivity is despite a myriad
of political risks - fears of a growing
protectionist agenda in the US, national
elections across Europe potentially upsetting
the status quo and Britain's possible fractious
divorce proceedings from the EU.

•	54% stated that growing these was seen
as the single biggest opportunity for their
company this year. This optimism extends
to investment plans, with nearly a fifth
(19%) planning to invest in marketing and

www.export.org.uk/news/334788/Exportsurvey-reveals-high-levels-of-optimism-forglobal-trade.htm

•	The EU is the largest export market
for almost every city, 46% of all cities’
exports are sent there. However, from
the 62 cities surveyed Derby had the
lowest number 25% of exports to the EU.

•	But there were 37 out of 62 cities that
have both low productivity and low export
bases – a key challenge for industrial
policy, and for improving global trade

Cities Outlook 2017
Key findings
•	Cities accounted for the bulk of British
exports at 62% of total exports
•	There is a divide between services and
goods exports -with many goods coming
from the North, and services from the
South
•	Some cities are reliant on a single industry
for their exports like the car industry in
Sunderland or oil and gas in Aberdeen,
while some industries are concentrated in
very specific places. In Derby 71% of total
exports were generated by exports of
power generating machinery.

•	Some cities like Derby, Coventry and
Hull have strong relationships with other
foreign markets such as The USA and
China
•	High exports do not necessarily translate
to high productivity, and the relationship
between services and productivity is much
stronger

With the UK leaving the European Union,
big decisions need to be taken around
international trade relations. With that in
mind, this year’s Cities Outlook explores
how much the 62 biggest British cities
export, which goods and services they
specialise in, and where the exports go.
www.centreforcities.org/reader/citiesoutlook-2017

•	There were only 12 out of 62 cities that
demonstrated both high productivity and
a high level of export

www.amps.org.uk
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SO WHAT HELP IS THERE FOR MY BUSINESS?
Whether you’re new to exporting or would
like to expand your reach then there is plenty
of help and advice available from a number
of organisations, some of whom are listed
opposite.
Many AMPS members have a huge amount
of exporting experience and have conducted
business in every part of the world. In fact one
of our members, AJ Power was awarded the
Queen’s Award for Enterprise in International
Trade in 2016.

we will endeavour to represent members’
interests and share important updates relating
to both exporting and all other relevant news.
We will be sending the forthcoming Member
Directory (combined with the AMPS Gen
Set Builder) to targeted recipients across the
world, helping you to promote your product
or service.

AMPS will help to put you in touch with those
who can share their experience.

A ‘What do I need to know about Exporting?’
section is included in this issue of AMPS
Power. It’s not a total guide to everything you
need to know but will set you in the right
direction.

As a recent invitee to the All-Party
Parliamentary Manufacturing Group (APMG)

Here’s to a productive and profitable
future!
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A guide for exporting
Whether you’re new to exporting, planning to increase your sales abroad
or have plenty of experience there’s always something for which you need
a quick answer. We’ve put together a list of organisations and government
departments who can help, together with their website addresses.
Also included is a simple 10 points to bear in
mind when exporting, supplied by ‘Exporting
is Great’, the government department set up
to specifically help business trade overseas.
Open to Export
Free export advice for international growth.
Open to Export is the online community
backed by Government and business to help
UK businesses get started selling overseas.
http://opentoexport.com/
Plan for action – get ready to export
http://opentoexport.com/info/exportaction-plan/
Institute of export and international
trade
A membership organization whose mission
is to enhance the export performance of the
United Kingdom by setting and maintaining
professional standards in international trade
management and export practice. This is
principally achieved by the provision of
education, training and practical business
support services.
As a member of the IOE you will have access
to an Exporter’s helpline.
http://www.export.org.uk/
Department for International Trade
The government’s single destination for
information on UK trade, investment,
tourism and education. ‘Responsible for
promoting British trade across the world and
ensuring the UK takes advantage of the huge
opportunities open to us.’
https://www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/department-forinternational-trade

Exporting is Great
https://www.exportingisgreat.gov.uk/
opportunities
Find and apply for overseas opportunities
from businesses looking for products or
services like yours.

Chamber International
https://www.chamber-international.com/
Chamber International supports businesses of
all sizes throughout the UK and can help your
business develop its overseas presence and
begin (or increase) international trading. Get
help making connections, negotiating policy
issues and legislation, and make your voice
heard to high-level policy makers, both locally
and internationally.

Welcome to Great
https://www.great.gov.uk/uk/
Home to cutting edge innovators, a place
that nurtures talent and creates exceptional
products and services. This is your
opportunity to sell to the world.

They offer a range of FREE advice sheets
and guides to make the path to international
growth easier.

Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/
organisations/department-for-businessenergy-and-industrial-strategy

•	
Advice sheets – Guidance for import and
export and information on international
trade services

Export Britain
British Chambers of Commerce
Export Britain is the online resource by the
British Chambers of Commerce, which
showcases opportunities in key international
markets, and links UK exporters to support
available from British Chambers and business
groups both in the UK and around the world.
The website helps businesses to make new
connections overseas by drawing on the
power of the international UK business
network of British Chambers and business
groups. It also helps growing and prospective
exporters navigate through the export
journey by signposting the support available
every step of the way. Additionally, Export
Britain provides information on export
training and documentation, events and trade
missions, and inspiring case studies featuring
successful UK exporters.
http://exportbritain.org.uk/

• D
 ocumentation templates –
Certification, legalisation, preference
documents and Carnets

•	How to guides – How to guides for
import, export & international trade to
help you understand regulations, rules
and jargon
•	Useful links – We’re well-connected with
links to other businesses and organisations
around the world. Find some of our
connections here
•	World time – Need to make a call to
someone far away or arrange a web or
video conference across different time
zones? Find the best time for this here
•	Currency converter – Real-time
information on current market or bank
exchange rates

www.amps.org.uk
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WILL WE EVER AC
FULL GLOBAL
Paul Smethurst explains why the
modern data centre needs a permanent
load bank and asks will the data centre
‘factories’ of tomorrow ever have IT load
running greater than 50%.

M

ankind is resilient in maintaining virtues form
one generation to the net and maybe there is no
difference between the industrial revolution of 200
years ago and today’s IT revolution because we are
still living in an age of have and have-nots.
Today the world is equally split, half the population is with Internet
connectivity while there are 3.5 billion people who are not. During the
period 2 009 to 2016, the number of connections to the internet grew
at 8% year on year and against an expected world population of 8.5bn
people by 2025, can this growth continue to a give a truly digital world
in just nine years or will access to the internet remain a privilege and
not a right?
Historically, 200 years ago, the industrial towns of northern England
had factories and mills that employed entire families and towns, this
compares in importance to today’s data centres being the factories
of tomorrow. Continuing the present growth of data centre
investments creates the foundation in anticipation of 100% global
connectivity and to allow the fulfilment of the internet of things (IoT)
or the creation and deployment of artificial intelligence (Ai), but will
this be enough to create the increase in IT load required to improve
the efficiency in today’s data centre? Or are we always going to be
restricted by the available number of hours mankind can use the
internet in a 24 hour period?
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CHIEVE
ONNECTIVITY?
THE TECHNOLOGICAL FUTURE
Many studies are underway to predict the impact of today’s technology
onto the future of tomorrow’s society as the social impact and health
implications of creating a global obsession to be online is a frightening
concept.
We only need to consider how social media consumes our day and
typifies the average usage of the Internet. Added to that the growth
in demand for storing photographs, family videos and the on-demand
home TV experience now typifies how we use the internet more than
just five years ago.
Going back to our internet haves and have-nots, we can split the usage
of the internet into two further sub groups; Generation Z (the youth
of today), and the rest of us who still use email and a mobile phone
to talk to other humans. This can then be mirrored to the have-nots
who cannot afford to connect and those who do not want to use the
internet (yes, these people do exist and are from a wide age range).
Within Generation Z it is inconceivable not to have WIFI to be able
to download the latest music to a tablet or smart phone, and they
cannot believe that life really existed without such technology because
this generation has embraced a more sophisticated way of using the
internet, such as short messages on snapchat or sending selfies on apps
like Instagram; communication has become fast and available to wide
audiences. Although this is not exclusive to the Z’s – we saw the power
of Twitter in the recent US elections with the new President at 70
years-old providing technology is for all in society – so will the timeline
to create a fully digital world only be achieved once pre-Generation Z
humans are extinct?

A GLOBAL CONNECTION?
We will never achieve a global population connected and using
the internet! Even if half the world’s population is connected to the
internet there can only be a third of people using the data centres at
any one time, and with varying usage and data demands IT load sits at
10% to 50%; is this because peoples lives continue to exist outside of
the internet?

If we factor digital apathy or digital detox to allow humans to survive
in the technological age by disconnecting to gain peace and create
downtime we can prevent overload or a nervous breakdown! Within
the last few weeks there has been much enthusiasm about the release
of the New Nokia 2210, are we about to see an evolutionary reversing
of technology towards as direction giving back greater control on when
and what data we receive, which ultimately puts the power of the
internet back in human hands and keeps IT load between 10% to 50!

DEMAND ON DATA CENTRES
In 2016, Facebook achieved 1.7bn users (50% of the internet) based
on a 10% year on year growth over the past seven years. While the
data usage of these users varies between being in an active or inactive
state, the required internet infrastructure must be designed for
100% resilience to allow delivery at the peak demand. The resulting
implications for data centres are over dimensioned standby generator
systems compared to the actual low running IT load.
The way we connect to the internet ultimately defines the IT
load demands on data centres, remaining low, operating PUE
(Power Utilisation Efficiency standard) being high and a negative
environmental impact.
Improvements to the infrastructure and to the running of the
data centre can be made to overcome low IT load by installing a
load bank onto the standby generator system. With a short Return
on Investment (ROI) due to reduced Service Level Agreement (SLA)
costs, efficiencies to fuel supply systems and a reduction to overall
energy costs, operators and owners will overcome all of the associated
problems of low IT load toady and for the factories (data centres) of
tomorrow’s world.
Paul Smethurst IEng FIET FCMI has spent the last six months
conducting research into ‘why every data centre now needs a
permanent load bank’. Paul is the Managing Director of Hillstone
Products Ltd, who have designed & manufactured of load banks over
the past 25 years, and have recently joined AMPS.
Their global presence is supported from sales offices & rental depots
in Manchester UK, and from Hillstone Middle East in Dubai UAE.
Further information: http://hillstone.co.uk
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AMPS GOLF DAY 2017
It’s that time of year again for us to
announce, then court you all to place
your team entries for the Tenth consecutive
“AMPS Golf Day”!!!
This year we are fixing a new challenge “The Lakes Course
at Belton Woods” set in the heart of rural Lincolnshire,
which boasts a championship par 72 course weaving through
magnificent parklands, lakes and streams.
Attached is a hotel and spa for the Sunday eve club, who like
to prepare for the day with 9 holes in the evening followed
by a good dinner and some beers!
All interested parties will receive details as soon as we have
some numbers and the booking is confirmed.
The day and competition is planned as previous years with
the usual excellent prize table to compete for.
For interested parties we will be advising on suitable
accommodation either attached to the course or close by,
the minimum requirement being comfortable rooms, a
relaxed but well-appointed bar for enjoying a few sociable
drinks and a study of the course card and reasonable dining.
The entry fee for 2017 will remain the same as the last four
years:
£465.60 (Inc. Vat) per team of 4 (AMPs Member’s rate).
£537.60 (Inc. Vat) per team of 4 (Non Members rate).
For now if you are looking to participate all you need provide
is an expression of interest indicating the number of players
within your team / teams.
Numbers are limited and we can only allocate on a first
come first served basis, so we advise an early response to
ensure your entry is secured and your team is registered.
Please reply in the first instance directly to myself, I look
forward to hearing from you soon.
Kind regards,
Andy
T: +44 (0) 1572 771160
E: andrew.bell@meccalte.co.uk
www.meccalte.com
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new members

Paul with John Hutcheson and the team

GENERATOR SOLUTIONS OF STAMFORD
This company was recommended by our latest council director
Kath Argent; I’m sure a lot of you will already know John
Hutcheson but for those who do not, he and his team are what
this industry is all about. John started his career some years ago
with Cummins and then having met Fiona, also at Cummins
(a different branch, formerly Newage) they set up the present
solutions business together; and although not a huge Corporation
will definitely go on to much larger aspirations.
Generator Solutions operate in three countries; Norway, Russia and the
UK. They only believe in genuine quality parts, supplied from the original
manufacturer and take absolute care to make sure all items are quality
checked and meet with the manufacturers standards. Stock levels are
continually maintained to ensure their service teams can react instantly
to customers requirements.
What makes them different to a lot of companies is that they can offer
you the full range of power needs from industrial to marine Generators,
twin bearing, type tested and certified. They will always work hard to
help you when you need them most, from next day delivery to stranded
vessels in the North Sea to technical support 24 hours, 7 days a week.
Their partnerships with their customers succeed because of hard work
and personal attention. The Generator Solutions teams work in alliance
to bring the solutions to the client.
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Generator Solutions maintain the latest training programs for their
engineers to ensure technical support or site services. Whatever the parts
needs of the customer, they can call and speak with one of the team, who
if they don't know the answer immediately will always find out .
Some of the Companies they supply parts for
Stamford Newage (now Cummins Generator Technologies), MeccAlte,
Leroy Somer, Marelli, AvK, Cummins
They also supply new and replacement Generators for the above.
Complete range of Gen sets 20kVA to 3MVA.
Offices in Norway, UK and Russia have stock to support local needs.
Please contact them at the local branch or where the ship will be
docking.
Hoyer Motors
They are a stockist of Hoyer Motors and are authorized to provide parts
and maintenance for these products.
For further information:
www.generatorsolutions.no/index.php/en/

new members

GWF ENERGY
Having popped in for a cup of Coffee and a Chat Kath finally put
pen to paper and joined AMPS. It seems strange that a “High
Flyer” like Kath is the Leader of the Local Brownie Group in her
hometown in Hertfordshire; she is also a keen traveller and enjoys
spending time with her family, as well as studying an Engineering
Diploma at College. Where does she find the time???
Having been in the generator / construction industry for over 10 years,
Kath set up GWF Energy Rental Ltd in July 2015 with partners Frank Daly
and Nigel Feeney (GWF Power Gener8) as a rental side of the business
operating from the depot in Essex, and after a successful first year, the
depot now assists in the sales of generators as well as rental.

is expensive and potentially dangerous. What can be done to safeguard
a business or home against potential losses, resulting from planned or
unplanned outages?
Call GWF Energy Rental for a free consultation or quotation for a
generator, tailored to specific needs.
GWF ensure that business keeps running when you need it most.
www.gwfenergyrental.co.uk

Established in 2015, GWF Energy Rental are the sister company of GWF
Energy - a UK based Cummins Power Generation Authorised dealer and
offer a range of generators from 17kVA up to 3000kVA.
GWF Energy Rental provide a comprehensive package, tailored to meet
your specific needs at every stage, including: supply, installation and
maintenance/servicing throughout the hire of your Cummins generator
and with their extensive knowledge they can meet any requirements.
GWF believe reliable standby and prime power systems can benefit both
home and business in a range of ways. Not only do these systems offer
protection from the serious consequences of losing power, it also offers
customers a potential return on investment in as little as one outage. Of
course, almost no business can operate without power, and down time

© iStock Photo Library
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new members

HILLSTONE JOIN
AMPS
Paul Smethurst
Managing Director
of Hillstone has
finally joined
AMPS with a bit
of arm-twisting
from our DG
Paul Blything and
Rabinder from
Data Centre
World.
Hillstone has remained a family business
since it was established April 1989 by Donald
Smethurst from the garage of the family home
at Hillstone Close in Greenmount, Bury,
Lancashire, on a part time basis, which ended
with a return to North Sea oil & gas.
Paul Smethurst took a full time position in 1994
after leaving further education, which resulted
in the company’s expansion, with renting of the
first industrial unit and the starting of the load
bank rental fleet to North Sea Oil platforms
and UK power stations. Incorporation then
followed in Nov 1995.
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The first range of load banks by Hillstone were
for testing batteries used in standby power
systems. These DC load banks were designed
and manufactured for customers such as
Mobil North Sea, BHP Billington, Hartlepool
Nuclear Power station. In 2008 the company
started exporting overseas, which resulted
in establishing a local partner. As part of their
Middle East expansion and commitment to the
region Paul & family relocated to Dubai and
established Hillstone Middle East Trading llc in
Dubai April 2012.
Paul Smethurst MD and Joanne Smethurst FD
are the present directors while Donald has
recently retired but remains as a shareholder
along with Paul & Joanne. The company
operates across the globe, with their Dubai
company supporting the Middle East and Africa
region alongside agents and distributors in
Saudi, Europe, and the Far East. Recent sales
include server simulators sales to Australia and
rental to China for testing a large datacentre.
As well as the data centre industry, business is
conducted in the oil & gas, petrochem, power
generation and telecoms sectors.
Over the past 20 years the client base has been
predominately blue chip companies across the
world including: BT, EDF, Rolls Royce, Equinix,

Telecity, Lockheed Martin, BAE Systems, Saudi
Aramco, Etisalat, Mobily, Saudi Telecom.
2016 was targeted for expansion into North
America where the latest range of server
simulators with dual feed and automatic
transfer switches were promoted.
So how does Hillstone distinguish itself from the
competition?
Commissioning services are not part of the
business model of a rental company, while
commissioning companies do not design,
manufacture and rent specialist testing
equipment, and CFD design companies…well,
they do CFD design. Hillstone’s pan-industry
engineering team combines the full spectrum
of electrical, electronic, software, mechanical,
production and commissioning into the data
centre sector, delivering an engineering solution
to engineers.
Hillstone Products, the UK oldest independent
load bank company, have for over 25 years
designed and manufactured load banks to
customers across the world, with their
extensive partner network of sales support in
Europe, Middle East and Far East.
For further information contact
www.hillstone.co.uk

new members

INTERTEK
Intertek is a leading Total Quality Assurance provider to industries
worldwide. Their network of more than 1,000 laboratories and
offices and over 40,000 people in more than 100 countries,
delivers innovative and bespoke Assurance, Testing, Inspection
and Certification solutions for their customers’ operations and
supply chains. The company is well positioned to help customers
with all their regulatory needs and aid compliance to their
products or services with the requirements of the market for
which they are destined.
Christopher Gunning is one of the Key Account Managers within
the Government and Trade Services Division of Intertek and meets
clients regularly to ensure they have all the up to date knowledge
and understand the requirements to import products and goods into
countries that have individual regulations relating to customs clearance.
Christopher and the team at the Brentwood Office support, advise and
work with Associations, Freight Forwarders, Chambers of Commerce,
Public Organisations as well as hundreds of individual UK exporters to
allow smooth entry into the country of destination.
How can Intertek best assist UK companies hoping to enter the
global market?
Intertek Government and Trade Services pioneered the very first
Conformity Assessment Programme over 20 years ago. Since then a
number of contracts have been signed and successfully operated with
a number of countries, mainly in Africa and the Middle East and are
accredited by the governments of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar in
the Middle East, Nigeria, Kenya, Algeria, Egypt, Botswana, Uganda,
Mozambique, Gabon and Cameroon in Africa and Uzbekistan in Asia.
Intertek’s accreditation has been gained by checking the compliance with
local technical and safety standards when exporting products to these
countries, and in providing pre-shipment inspection services to ensure
smooth customs clearance of goods at the point of entry and helping
to avoid delay, associated storages charges, fines or even the shipments
being returned. They also act as an agent in the certification of products
being exported into Russia and all former Soviet Nations so can aid
companies with their registrations of products to ensure entry into the
country.
What issues surrounding compliance and regulatory matters
should British exporters of Power Generating Systems be
aware of when trading with countries operating Conformity
Assessment Programmes?
Exporters have to be aware that each country may have a different
approach as to which products require regulating and whilst there are
a number of similarities between the programmes it is always wise to
contact Intertek before making any agreements with buyers on delivery
expectations and pricing. African countries in particular are paying greater
attention to the quality of products coming in and preventing the import
of unsafe and counterfeit products. To achieve this, product conformity

assessment of products or pre-shipment inspection of products have
been put into place. Certain steps must be taken by manufacturers and/
or exporters well in advance of the shipment being dispatched. Some
considerations for exporters are things like the etiquette and religious
beliefs of Arabic countries as well as the language on labelling.
First, exporters have to find out the exact requirements put in place
by the government of the country of destination and this is where
Intertek will assist. Their experienced personnel will advise about these
requirements, routes to achieve them and will guide one through the
entire process. They will also advise if specific products have to be
compliant with any specific national technical standards.
Procedures vary depending on the specific country requirements, but
in most cases products have to be tested to international standards in a
laboratory accredited to ISO 17025 and test reports to be submitted for
review. If such test reports are unavailable, Intertek will help the exporter
in finding the accredited laboratory. In some cases an inspection of
manufacturing premises will be required before certification is issued.
In some programmes products can be registered and information kept
in our database, Pre-shipment inspection for selected consignment has
to be arranged which can involve checking the contents of each box
and comparing it with the shipping documents; checking the condition
of goods and their packaging; comparing labelling and marking to the
requirements of the country of destination; and verifying the quality of
the goods. Non-compliant products will either have to be replaced or
removed from the shipment.
Exporters should leave enough time to go through conformity assessment
and the pre-shipment inspection process and to ensure their products
have smooth Customs clearance once they get to their destination,
thereby saving both the exporter and the importer time and money.
www.intertek.com/uk
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new members

POWERLINK
As usual I visited the Powerlink Company to write up one of
my new member’s reports. On arriving I was ushered into the
Boardroom and presented with coffee and biscuits, before being
joined by part of the team that works under Carole Yan, the CEO
of the UK Group. Following our meeting we went outside to take
photographs before the dreaded Yorkshire rain came on, and
then returning back inside they insisted I had something to eat
before taking off for my next call (it’s not often you get a delicious
bacon sandwich when you come visiting).

Powerlink has manufacturing plants in China and the UK respectively,
as well as warehouses and Sales Centres in the US, and Australia.

Established in the year 2001, Powerlink is committed to providing Diesel
Generator Sets, gas generator set, CHP units, mobile Lighting Towers
and Air Compressors. 80,000 generator sets from Powerlink have been
delivered to and used in almost 100 countries all over the world.

From field generator sets and residential generator sets, to industrial
generator sets, to commercial portable generator sets, Powerlink
works in the international field of electrical equipment, including Air
Compressors and gas CHP products with a “perfect combination of
innovative design and superior performance”.

Powerlink products (Diesel generators, gasoline generators, gas
generators, CHP units, mobile Lighting Towers and Air Compressors)
comply to the various required standards, and can also provide
customized products as per requirements of different customers.
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Members of the product development team are all professional, skilled
and familiar with the products. With the help of advanced development
tools and management platforms, Powerlink will always be ready to
provide the best solutions for their customers.
Through their global distribution network, they can provide a service
anywhere in the world.

www.powerlinkworld.com

new members

KTR
KTR is a German coupling manufacturer with over 50 years
experience providing power transmission products to a wide
range of industries including gen sets, pumps, construction,
marine, hydraulics, rail, mining, machine tools, renewable
energy and more.
KTR manufactures a range of flexible flange couplings for diesel flywheel
applications, up to 117,000 Nm, covering SAE flywheels 6 1Ž2 to 24".
Since 1959, KTR has grown to become one of the largest suppliers of
mechanical couplings in the world with over 30,000 different products
available from stock, representing 40% of KTR’s total product range.

With proven excellence, KTR’s ability to meet customer needs is just one
of the reasons why KTR is widely considered as the driving force behind
the development of the worldwide coupling market and the production
of world class innovative power transmission components.
KTR also manufacture a standard range of OAC oil/air blast coolers, and
bespoke designed combination coolers capable of simultaneously cooling
oil, air, water, or fuel within one unit.
www.ktr.com

The remainder of KTR’s output covers customized product designs
developed using KTR’s in-house engineering expertise and new
state-of-the-art R&D facilities.

KTR's new R&D centre in Rheine, Germany

Paul with the team at KTR

www.amps.org.uk
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member news

AGGREKO PUBLISHES FREE GUIDE TO CONTINGENCY
PLANNING FOR EMERGENCY POWER IN THE RAIL SECTOR
Aggreko has published a free planning guide to help rail managers prepare
for grid blackouts or power equipment failures.

The guide covers how to:

The eGuide, 'Contingency Planning for Power Failure in the Rail Sector',
sets out how to create an effective back-up power strategy to cover all
eventualities – from sharp temperature drops to power shortages or
telecommunications failure.

•	Conduct a site survey for a list of critical power and temperature
control equipment

It provides eight tips rail managers can follow to ensure they have robust
plans in place for back-up temporary power to ensure business continuity
and staff and passenger safety.
Guide author John Anderson, Aggreko's National Accounts Manager for
Rail, said:
“Contingency planning for emergency power is vital to ensuring speedy
business recovery in the event of fire, flood, weather disruption, explosion,
national grid failure, or any other emergency.
“By planning ahead, rail managers can minimise downtime and disruption,
and achieve operational targets. This will keep stations and rail infrastructure
running 24/7, 365. All assets must be considered – from train stations and
telecommunications – to regional operating centres, signalling and tunnels –
through to points heating, freight and train care depots.”

• Build sufficient operational detail into a contingency plan

• Work out the fastest installation plan
• Prevent failures of equipment, including fuel needs
• Specify the correct equipment for each application
• Check supplier's accreditations and environmental standards
• Ensure proper coordination and communication
Aggreko's UK rail division is RISQS accredited and provides 24/7
nationwide service and mobile power and temperature control
technologies from 18 locations throughout the UK and Ireland.
Download the 'Contingency Planning for Power Failure in the Rail Sector'
guide: http://content.aggreko.co.uk/rail-disaster-recovery-plan
Further information:
www.aggreko.co.uk/industries/rail-industry-generator-hire

AMPS Latest Recruit to the Training Scheme.
It has taken longer than we would have liked but
the Training Scheme is now gathering momentum
says Paul Blything on the latest recruit.
“Nick Tenn has been with leading manufacturer
and supplier, Morris Site Machinery, for five years.
Nick started with the company as he embarked
on his apprenticeship and last year, with the
company’s support, he completed his BTEC
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Level 3 in Electrical and Electronic Engineering. During his time, Nick
has worked on the power and welding product ranges and is now a fullyfledged Service Engineer. Nick undertakes weekly customer site visits
throughout the UK, servicing and maintaining the fleet of generators,
welders and lighting towers across a wealth of sectors from hire to rail,
events and construction. As he looks to build his skills, Nick is very much
looking forward to starting the new AMPS course which will involve
deeper training on power generation equipment.”

member news

Cummins proves
reliability with new
water customer in
Turkey

JCB Generator Business Powers
Ahead with Huge Rental Deal
Generator manufacturer JCB Power
Products has won its biggest export
order of the year with a multi-million
pound deal in the Middle East.

rental range just a year ago and it is proving
extremely successful in a very competitive
global market where JCB provides unrivalled
service and support.”

The supply of
fresh water to the
surrounding region
cannot be interrupted
by a power failure.
Standby generator sets
provide emergency power to keep water
flowing at all times.

Dubai-based Rental Solutions & Services (RSS)
has bought more than 300 JCB generators
in a deal worth £9 million. The order is the
biggest yet for JCB’s newly-launched range
of RS generators specifically designed and
manufactured in the UK for the global rental
sector.

RSS offers rental generators across the Middle
East, providing power for construction
sites, large infrastructure developments, and
petrochemical facilities. The company was
established in 2007 as a global provider of
rental power, temporary cooling and mobile
water solutions.

The first five units have already been pressed
into service in Oman supported by JCB dealer
Muscat Overseas Group. They are being
used by a global oil and gas company which
needed urgent standby power to support
their operations.

The British-built generators will span from
the smaller 60kVA outputs to the maximum
500kVA – enough to power 15,000 homes.
They all feature JCB’s market-leading LiveLink
for Power telematics system, allowing
customers to actively manage fleet utilisation,
service scheduling and remotely diagnose
faults and installation issues.

Despite previous installations with a different
generator set supplier, the water treatment and
distribution company İzmit Su A.Ş awarded
Cummins Turkey the emergency backup power
contract for the new water pump station in
Tavsancil.
“Because of being a water pump station,
continuity of energy is vital,” said Ozan Kir,
project engineer at Cummins Turkey. “The
customer was looking for a stable and reliable
partner.”
During load tests witnessed by the customer,
Cummins successfully demonstrated this
reliability through performance data. Other
key factors that led to the award include the
turnkey solution, tailor-made enclosures and
project development and execution from the
Cummins Turkey sales team and its local dealer.
Cummins Turkey will deliver 4 x C2250D5 units
and 1-x C220D5 units from Cummins Power
Generation to power massive pumps located
in the plant. Cummins engineers provided
a customised container and synchronisation
system to fulfil the customer’s specification.
The project represents the first mediumvoltage application for Cummins Turkey.

RSS Operations Director Garry McMahon
said: “We have a choice of generator suppliers
in the Middle East, but we chose JCB Power
Products as its range is the best rental
selection we have seen. The brand presence
of JCB in our region also ensures that our
customers know we are working with quality
equipment and providing the best possible
back-up.”
JCB Power Products MD Jonathan Garnham
said: “We are delighted to have won our
biggest export order of 2017 from one of the
Middle East’s biggest providers of standby
power. JCB Power Products launched its RS

The generators will be used across the Middle
East including Oman, United Arab Emirates
(UAE), Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Qatar. They
will be will be supported by JCB’s extensive
network of dealers in the Middle East.
JCB Power Products employs more than
200 people and has its headquarters in
Stafford, UK as well as a production facility in
Newtown, Wales and Delhi, India.
www.jcb.com

For more information, visit
www.power.cummins.com/water-treatment
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Power switched on at South Africa's first independent
landfill gas generation scheme
South Africa's first independent landfill gas-to-power project has
begun generation in Johannesburg - providing 3MW of renewable
electricity, enough to supply more than 5,500 homes.
Project developer ENERGY Systems has started operation at Robinson
Deep landfill site in Johannesburg. This is the first stage of a £7.2 million
(circa 130 million rand) investment in five landfill gas generation plants
in Johannesburg – and is the largest project of its kind ever developed in
South Africa.
ENERGY Systems is the majority shareholder in the investment project,
together with state-owned Central Energy Fund (SOE) Ltd, and BroadBased Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE) company Secure Rock
Enterprises. Local communities will benefit from a 2.5% profit share in
the five facilities via ENERGY Systems' Community Educational Trust.
The ambitious project has taken eight years to develop and the City
Council of Johannesburg has been a joint partner throughout. The
Council will share in revenue generated via a 20-year power sale
agreement with Eskom, which will sell the power into the distribution
network.
The five facilities will produce a maximum 11MW of renewable energy,
which could reduce the city's carbon footprint by approximately 459,034
metric tonnes per year - by replacing electricity generated from fossil
fuels. This carbon dioxide saving equates to the environmental benefit
of removing more than 153,000 cars from the roads, or the carbon
dioxide that would be offset by a 434,524 acre forest - bigger in size than
Johannesburg.
A second phase of future development could increase capacity and
renewable energy output at three of the active landfill sites.
This is South Africa's first and only landfill gas generation to achieve
success in the Department of Energy’s Renewable Electricity
Independent Power Procurement Program (REIPPP).
A second facility is scheduled to open at Goudkoppies in March 2017,
which will supply 2-3MW of green power. This will be followed by a
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2-3MW plant at Marie Louise, a and 1MW at Ennerdale, and finally the
1MW Linbro Park facility, tentatively scheduled for completion in 2018.
ENERGY Systems first secured rights to the landfill gas in 2009,
then conducted detailed environmental assessments and obtained
environmental consents for the five sites. In 2012, the scheme was
registered as a Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) project under
the United Nations Framework Convention for Climate Change. Prior
to exporting power at Robinson Deep, ENERGY Systems has been
destroying biogas emissions via flaring.
David Cornish, General Manager of ENERGY Systems, said: "We are
very proud to work with our partners to begin commercial operation of
South Africa's largest and only independent landfill gas-to-power project.
This will bring much needed renewable power supplies to the country
and make an impressive contribution to greenhouse gas reduction. We
are also pleased to create jobs and share the benefits with both the
municipality and community."
He continued: "The success of this project owes much to the City
Council of Johannesburg, whose long-term support has enabled us to
keep the project on track, despite challenges along the way. This is one
of many landfill gas generation projects globally by our parent company
Ylem Energy, which has manufactured, installed and operates in excess of
150MW of biogas power generation."
Note: ENERGY Systems is part of global landfill gas business Ylem Energy,
which was formerly known as ENER-G Natural Power and was recently
rebranded following the transfer of the ENER-G trademark as part of
Centrica’s recent acquisition of former sister company ENER-G Cogen
International.
The biogas business has developed over 150MW of landfill gas-to-energy
projects over the past 25 years in the UK, Poland, Mexico and South
Africa.
www.ylemenergy.com

member news

ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS FOR
PARKER HANNFIN
Parker Hannifin Corporation is celebrating the 100th anniversary
of its founding on March 13, 1917 and has launched a centennial
website at www.parker.com/centennial.
The Parker Appliance Company was founded by visionary engineer
Arthur L. Parker and developed in the early years with his business
partner Carl Klamm in a small loft in Cleveland, Ohio.
The first patent issued in Art’s name details a hydraulic device, which
regulates the speed of electric generators. In the century since, the
company has been granted more than 8,000 patents, helping to set the
pace of technological innovation in a wide range of diversified industrial
and aerospace markets, including life sciences, oil and gas, construction
and agriculture. For 100 years, Parker solutions have enabled countless
technology leaps and supported advancements in manufacturing, world
wars, the exploration of space, as well as innovations in nearly every
manmade machine that moves.
Today, Parker’s technology expertise spans nine core technology
platforms serving hundreds of thousands of customers in every region of
the world. The company’s products can be can be found on and around
everything that moves with highly engineered components and systems
that facilitate motion and the controlled flow of liquids and gasses for a
wide variety of global markets. Parker’s operations span more than 300
facilities in over 50 countries and extends through more than 13,000
independent distribution partners and 3,000 plus ParkerStore industrial
retail locations.

Looking to the future, Parker is leveraging a
century of engineering expertise to help create
a positive impact on the world, with progress in industrial sensors and
the Internet of Things; medical applications and the development of
wearable robotics; energy efficiency through grid-tie battery storage and
renewables; and clean drinking water with the use of advanced filtration
technologies among many other applications that support motion and
control.
Parker will be celebrating its centennial milestone through a series of
events throughout the year to honour its team members, customers,
shareholders and communities. This will include localized company
birthday parties, a commemorative book detailing Parker’s first century,
a travelling display featuring company memorabilia and products and
community service initiatives.
Learn more at www.parker.com or @parkerhannifin
GENERATORS TO SECURE CONSTANT POTENTIAL (1909)
Parker's first patent, this invention
regulates the speed that an
electrical generator is driven so
potential across the brushes of
the generator are kept constant,
preventing appreciable increase in
voltage at the generator brushes.

Engineering specialist Teddington reports strong
start to 2017 with significant new investment
Engineering expert Teddington is
reporting a strong start to 2017 –
with new investment promising even
greater efficiency.
The company, which specialises in electronics,
critical systems, control panel technology,
appliance controls and valve fabrication for
sectors such as defence, aerospace, energy and
transport, recently took delivery of three new
pieces of equipment at its manufacturing centre
in Cornwall.
Among them was a £35,000 Pillarhouse Pilot
29 selective soldering machine – the first of its
kind to be used in the UK.
James Henderson, Managing Director of
Teddington Group, said the state of the
art machinery would lead to even greater
efficiency in the manufacturing process, helping
to keep prices low despite rising import costs.
“The threat of Brexit has definitely made it a
challenging start to the year and margins are
certainly a lot tighter, but interestingly we are
still incredibly busy,” he said.
“Critical to our business in the coming months
– and to others in the manufacturing sector –

will be the ability to find smarter ways to
design, develop and deliver solutions for our
clients.
“New products will be key. The thirst for
innovation has not diminished. We have seen
the largest growth in energy saving products,
while monitoring and information gathering
systems and control devices are also in
demand.
“But in order to remain competitive businesses
also need to develop smarter ways to do things
and that’s why this latest investment is crucial.
The equipment can be used across our entire
assembly line.
“As a result, the whole procedure becomes
much more cost effective; assembly processes
are standardised, product development takes
less time, and quality and reliability improve.”
The Pillarhouse Pilot 29, which runs on
nitrogen to produce a better solder joint, is
already paying dividends.
James said: “Our old machine worked
well for high volumes but was slow. The
new equipment is much more accurate,
board fabrication is cleaner and much more

reliable, while it’s also much quicker.
Previously, it would take 20 minutes for one
board and now it takes 10 minutes for two.
The quality of the soldering is also improved.”
Teddington has also invested in a new £25,000
Nordson Yestech BX12 optical inspection
unit that uses multiple cameras and state of
art image recognition to check the quality of
a circuit board to ensure all components have
been positioned and soldered correctly.
Meanwhile, a further investment has been
made on an Ultrawave IND5800D ultra-sonic
chemical cleaning bath to ensure circuit boards
are in perfect condition prior to assembly and
further improve reliability.
For more information visit
www.teddingtonsystems.co.uk.
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paul on the road

Paul on the Road

MEE EXHIBITION DUBAI
It never ceases to amaze me at just
how large this Exhibition really is! 15
Halls, over 62000 people involved in
setting up, 1,615 exhibitors, 21,214
Visitors and 131 different Countries
represented.
Just to break our section down, the Power
Sector which included Generating sets,
Engines, Alternators and ancillary suppliers
boasted 178 exhibitors, 15081sq Metres
of floor space and 27 different countries
Exhibiting and you have only 3 days to get
around it all?
I travelled by Emirates Airline and arrived in the
Exhibition Hotel Complex (2 minute walk from
the actual show) at around 11.00pm checked
into the Hotel then made my way to the local
residents bar. I just have to say one thing about
this visit - the food was great! The Hotel great!
The weather great! But the price of a beer was
around 35 euros a pint which meant you had to
make it last!
My pass to the Exhibition was purely a visitor
one so I had to wait until 10.00 in the morning

to actually gain access. I decided to make the
Meccalte stand my Base and a big thank you to
Andy Bell and Jonathan Stokes for transporting
our brochures with their equipment (it would
have cost a fortune to send Airfreight) it also
gave me the chance to just carry 20 brochures
a time around the exhibition for handing out.

Countries such as Morocco, Turkey, Lebanon,
Iran, Libya, African Countries to name a
few. To say I managed to get around to see
everybody was definitely not possible as I spent
at least 15 minutes on each stand and by the
end of the third day had just simply run out of
time. 2018 here we come!!!!!!

My second regular port of call was the Fozmula
stand just to keep topping up with glasses of
water whilst going around the Stands. My
thanks again to John Petersen, Simon and
Paul Holtby for keeping ice cool water
in their fridge for me, and the ongoing
Find out who att
ended the show
and why
encouragement when I was flagging
towards the end of the day. The one thing
I have done is just to put a photo in the
article to depict their “Super Bright Polo
Shirts” they were all wearing.

OUR VISITORS

21,214

Now down to the exhibition itself, in
three days I managed to visit 82 Stands
who have bought into the Idea of
the AMPS Gen set Builder; this is
incorporated with our AMPS Directory.
Many of the Companies that signed
up are out of the EU structure with
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John Petersen, Simon and Paul Holtby of Fozmula
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paul on the road

DATA CENTRE WORLD EXHIBITION
with the car full of brochures, sweets,
crisps, nuts and of course the drinks for
the AMPS Members short party on the
Wednesday evening held on the AMPS
Stand then onto the DCW Party held
at the local hotel.
Lisa and our van arrived at around
5.00pm (with the help of one of our
new members, Hillstone Load Banks)
we promptly unloaded, then Lisa
and I began the process of setting
up our stand. Now you might think
this is a five minute Job but in truth
it becomes a nightmare deciding
where the table goes the chairs and
the settee and that is before we start
disagreeing about where the flowers,
brochures and pop up stands are
going to be put.
This is probably one of the best
exhibitions in the UK for our range
of Members and we try and have a
stand there each year.
This year was probably the best DCW we
have actually attended both for exhibitors
and visitors alike. As usual the setting up
was completed the night before and for
those that go every year the time to get
your vehicles in so you can off-load is very
tight. I had got there early mid- afternoon

Finally by 7.00pm we had agreed and
finished the stand set up and I must admit
it looked very inviting.
The first day was spent visiting all our
existing members and inviting them to
our short evening drinks party on the
stand as well as talking to them on future
issues. Lisa was busy on the stand talking
to members that had come to the show
but not exhibiting; all in all it was a really
busy day and then the “drinks party” at

5.30pm. It was a very enjoyable evening
for all concerned albeit that it was only
for one hour, Lisa and I were thankful as
the drinks were running out very quickly,
after this we went over to the shows party
at the local hotel with the DCW Event
Director Rabinder, she is always very
supportive of AMPS and recommends us
to her particular clients that might meet
the criterion of AMPS Membership.
The second day was just as busy as the
first one with myself going around the
non- members or companies that meet
the AMPS credentials, we probably
got around 10 reasonable companies
for membership which Lisa signed up
two whilst I was still going around (and
separate from the 10 collected). At
3.00pm we decided to draw the winner
for the bottle of whiskey which AMPS
gives every year from the business cards
that are put in a box on the table. The
winner this year was Energyst Rental.
By 5.00pm we were ready to start taking
the stand down, load the van up and go
home.
“Until next year”

www.amps.org.uk
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primary engineer feature

ARNAV & MIHIKA – REAL
‘We have a new twitter follower!’ does not
normally stop people in their tracks, however
in this particular case, the Twitter follower is
8 years old and he had just followed AMPS.

an exceptional young man with lots of promise. His final advice to
engineers in the video is ‘Never give up’. Arnav however, is not the
only engineer in the family. When Arnav entered the competition, he
was shortlisted, it was then we met his sister, Mihika, who has also
now one of the awards.

The link AMPS have with Primary Engineer is a strong one,
the discussion around skills however is an old one. It is widely
recognised that all industries will need a skilled workforce as we
head towards Industry 4.0. Much of the skilled workforce we refer
to, who will play a significant part in the next industrial revolution
are currently in primary schools.

It is always interesting how people get ideas. Arnav’s AsthmaPi Kit
came from a direct observation of a friend’s asthma attack. Mihika
had seen her mother helping a blind lady to cross the road but
she missed a step and the lady tripped. Mihika was affected by the
incident and started drawing designs for a ‘Smart Stick’ for blind
people, to help them walk safely by themselves. Mihika is 6
years old!

Primary Engineer, as the name implies works in primary schools
with teachers to train them how to deliver engineering in the
classroom. Primary Engineer has created a Universe of Engineering
which extends its work to include early years and nurseries through
the Early Years Engineer® programme, and secondary schools and
colleges with the Secondary Engineer® portfolio. The diversity of
programmes enable young people to engage with engineering from
several vantage points and over different lengths of time. All the
programmes provide the opportunity to embed ‘real’ engineering
into the curriculum by linking schools to local engineers to provide
context.
So back to Twitter and that 8 year old - Arnav Sharma is a child
inspired. In 2016 we launched our Primary Engineer Leaders Award
in London with the help and support of UCL. We asked children to
interview engineers and ask themselves the question ‘What would
you do if you could be an engineer? Arnav entered.
In the video (https://vimeo.com/207684499) you will hear how
Arnav developed his AsthmaPi kit in response to seeing a friend on
a school trip have an Asthma attack. There is little doubt Arnav is
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Her design updates the iconic white stick, creating a modern aid
bristling with digital technologies – including a vibration alert signal
for nearby obstacles, a water sensor to warn of puddles, audio
warnings and even a GPS sensor to provide directions to the user
via Bluetooth earphones; a Smart Stick indeed. The concept excited
engineers at UCL who are now turning this into a real product,
which will be on display very soon.
If you are inspired by Arnav and Mihika and the work of Primary
Engineer please contact us and help inspire more Primary Engineers
to never give up!
www.universeofengineering.com/primary-engineer

primary engineer feature

PRIMARY ENGINEERS
Mihika Sharma with her Award

Mihika with the engineers,
and her award-winning design

Arnav Sharma with his AsthmaPi Kit
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Our engines make a difference.
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